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This report documents the a t i v i ~ e s  and f i n h g s  from a Lunar RoverMobility Systems 
Workshop sponsored by the Exploration Programs Office (EXPO) that was held on April 29-
30,1992. The two-day workshop was held at the Lunar and Planetary Institute (LPI), located 
in Houston, Texas. The remainder of this section describes the Artemis program and the 

se of the workshop. Sections that follow document the presentations made during the 
first day of the workshop and synopses of the deliberations of working groups that met on the 
second day. The find section summarizes conclusions and recommendations drawn from 
these two days by members of ExPO. 

A. Artemis Program Description 

The purpose of the Artemis Program is to gather vital scientific and engineering data by 
conducting robotic exploration missions on the lunar surface both prior to and concurrent with 
human exploration missions. The Artemis Program hcludes rapid, near-term development of a 
variety of small experimental and operational payloads, a low-cost capability to deliver these 
payloads to any location on the lunar surface, and the analysis of the data returned. The 
Artemis Program will provide opportunities to improve the understanding of lunar geosciences, 
to demonstrate the Mosn's unique capability as an astronomical platform to study the universe, 
to conduct scientific and technology development experiments, and to prepare for and 
complement human missions. 

The Artemis Pro consists of two segments: a transportation segment and a payloads 
segment. The transportation segment consists of an expendable launch vehicle and a lander 
vehicle. The Artemis Program has identified three classes of payloads for the payload 
segment, covering the range of investigations, as they are presently understood, that could be 
conducted on the lunar surface. For planning purposes, the f ~ s t  Artemis mission is assumed 
to be launched in 1997and additional missions will be launched at a rate of approximately two 
per year for the next several years. The fxst mission is also assumed to have a payload 
delivery capability of approimately 65 kilograms. Subsequent missions are assumed to be 
capable of delivering 200 kilograms. 

The Artemis Program is developing three "design reference missions" to describe the classes of 
payloads that may be flown on Artemis missions. The first class consists of those payloads 
that r e m ~  attached to the lander and obsewe the lunar or space environment. Exmples 
include telescopes (either wansit or steerable) or gesphysicd monitoring stations. The second 
class includes payloah that remain attached to the lander but require limited access to the 
surface. An example of this is a demonstration plant to test the viability of processing lunar 
resources for useful purposes. Such a payload would requk  a mems sf delivening samples of 
the lunar regolith to the processing plant, The find class hcludes those payloads that move 
away from the lander to conduct theif investigations. It is this class of payload that was the 
prlimary focus of the workshop. 

Work on what is now known as the Artemis Rogram began in 1991. In July, 1991, a 
workshop was held at the Johnson Space Center to determine the level of interest in a vehicle 
concept that could deliver approximately 2W Elograms to the surface of the mmn and 10 
identify the potential diversity of payloads. Results from that workshop (Ref. 1) indicated 



sufficient interest existed to continue. Another workshop was held in February of 1992 to 
identify individual instruments or suites of instruments that could be flown on orbiting or 
landed lunar missions(Ref. 2). At that time it became obvious that considerable effort had been 
devoted by the science community in developing investigation objectives and identifying the 
related science instruments for orbiter missions. This was due in large part to the planning 
carried out for the Lunar Observer mission. However, the basis for landed science objectives 
was not as well established. At the February instruments workshop, it was suggested that the 
Lunar Exploration Science Working Group (LExSWG) begin to develop a strawman set of 
investigation objectives and associated mission scenarios for landed missions. These scenarios 
were to focus on the kinds of investigations within the expertise of LExSWG; astronomical 
payloads and technology demonstrations were assumed to be the responsibility of other 
knowledgeable groups. LExSWG accepted this task and began developing these scenarios. 
The use of a mobile vehicle to allow detailed invesfigations at 8-aumber of sepBate b~atiom-
became the principal recommendation of the February instruments workshop for landed science 
missions. However, the ExPO and LExSWG were uncertain as to the possible range of 
mobility systems that could be applied to an Artemis-type mission as well as their technical 
availability. 

Consequently, the primary purpose of the Lunar RoverMobility Systems Workshop was to 
establish a set of viable roverlrnobility capabilities and concepts that could support early robotic 
exploration of the Moon. This purpose had two aspects which were conveyed to the 
Workshop participants in the form of a workshop charge (see section 3.0). The first was to 
educate personnel of the ExPO as to the capabilities that could be applied, both in the near term 
and far term, to small, mobile lunar exploration vehicles. The second aspect was to develop an 
initial understanding of the capabilities and characteristics of a mobility system and its payload 
that could accomplish two specific lunar-traverse mission scenarios under consideration by the 
ExPO and LExSWG. These capabilities and characteristics include such factors as the 
approximate size and mass, on-board sensor and computational capability necessary for basic 
navigation, range, and lifetime necessary to complete the mission scenario objectives, and the 
type and scale of supporting subsystems (i.e., power, communications, etc.) needed to support 
the mission scenario. The ExPO will take these concepts and examine them for common 
aspects and significant technology or development drivers. This information will be used for 
deriving future development plans and as the basis for an Artemis-class payload description 
and requirements. Another associated purpose was to acquaint those developing roverlmobility 
system technology with possible applications for NASA-related missions and with current 
activities of others in this field. 

C. Process Used 

An announcement for the Lunar RoverMobility Systems Workshop was released through the 
Commerce Business Daily in mid- March, 1992. In addition, several individuals were invited 
to attend based specifically on their skills in this area. The format of the workshop was to 
spend the first day presenting an overview of the Artemis program, the proposed lunar science 
activities and science-imposed mobility requirements, and invited presentations outlining 
potential roverlrnobility concepts and associated capabilities. Time was allocated for 15 
presentations on this first day, covering a broad range of topics. 

The second day was devoted to working sessions, the purpose of which was to develop first 
order concepts of roverlmobility systems that could accomplish the two mission scenarios. 
Each working team was composed of roverlrnobility systems experts attending the workshop, 
science representatives, Artemis lander representatives, and members of the ExPO. Each team 



was asked to address the capabilities and characteristics discussed in Section 1.2. Brief 
mission scenario descriptions used by these groups, and currently being considered by the 
EXPOas candidate initial missions for the Artemis Program, are discussed in Section 3, 
Workshop Results. 



11. Invited Presentations 

A number of presentations were made on the first day of the Workshop. These presentations 
were either invited from selected individuals or were chosen from abstracts submitted prior to 
:he workshop. Abstracts for each of these presentations are listed in this section; a copy of 
tach presentation is contained in Appendix B. 

SCENARIOS AND STRATEGIES FOR LUNAR SURFACE EXPLORATION; 

FIRST ARTEMIS MISSION 


Paul Spudis 

Lunar and Planetary Institute 


Houston, TX 


This presentation outlines a pair of rover mission scenarios that could be carried out by the first 
Artemis mission. These scenarios are placed in context relative to a general geosciences 
strategy for exploring the moon and have been prepared under the auspices of the Lunar 
Exploration Science Working Group (LExSWG). The first Artemis mission is assumed to be 
constrained to a 65 kilogram payload but has access to the entire surface of the moon. Both 
scenarios assume the use of two small rovers, but are adaptable to a single large rover. The 
fist  scenario presented is that of a Lunar Resources Mapper, the major objective of which is to 
characterize in situ resources of the lunar surface at scales appropriate for mining and 
processing. The candidate site chosen is at 4 degrees north, 38 degrees east, in Mare 
Tranquillitatis. The types of knowledge required and the instruments proposed to gather this 
knowledge are discussed. The second scenario presented is that of a Lunar Geoscience 
Explorer, the major objective of which is to continue exploring the moon, picking up where 
Apollo left off and capitalizing on its discoveries. The candidate site chosen is at 26 degrees 
north, 3 degrees east, in the Hadley-Apennines region where the Apollo 15 mission was 
conducted. The rover on this mission would examine the equipment left by the Apollo 15 crew 
for evidence of "weathering," explore those areas that were not investigated by the Apollo 15 
crew (the North Complex and Hadley Delta massif), and return to regions along and in the 
Hadley Rille to study previously identified stratigraphy in more detail. The science questions 
to be addressed, the associated exploration activities, and examples of the necessary 
instrumentation are discussed 

EARLY LUNAR ROVER MISSION STUDIES 

V. P. Gillespie 

NASA Langley Research Center 


Hampton, VA 


Recent Lunar workshops and conferences have identified a compelling need for mobility 
associated with early landed science missions. Short schedules, tight budgets, delivery 
capability, and the lack of specific requirements compound the uncertainty associated with the 



design for missions of this class. Emgley Research Center, supported by M14 and DOE 
personnel, has u n d e d e n  m effort to smdy the issues associated with missions of this type. 
"lie prsqose of the study is to defme and concepmay design m early Lunar rover mission(s) 
to meet SEI objectives. This gaper will idenfify the memkrs and orgmizafion of the study 
te rn .  The development of mission rqukements m d  stiktements will be awessed.  A 
discussion of desig;n and progmmat ic  issues adkessed to date will include imaging, mobility, 
GN&C, science, and projxt management. The issue of commonafiky of hardware for early 
Lunar rover missions also will be addressed. 

B ~ m 
Wilcox 
Jet Rogulsion Laboratoq 

Pasadena, GA 

Over the past ten yews, sesexch on p l a n e t q  rovers at P L  has focused on creaging, 
hplementhg,  and demons~afing systems which can m e t  the en.vlronmentd hazards of 
plmetary lmomofion with rea?istic levels of computar-ion, cormmunication, and power, This 
has h c l u d d  &velopment of dtemafive c o n ~ o l  ac&kctues ,  such as Computer-Aided Remote 

), wlnich hvolves Ettte or no compubfion but offers substikntial advan~ges  
over direct teleopsaGon in cases of h e  &lay m d  low commu~cafion rates. V k o u s  foms  of 
autonomy have been demonsnpate4 i racluhg behawor c s n ~ o l  and Semi-Autonomous 
Navigation (SAN), which ~quisc:progessively higher mounts of computa~on to achieve 
m d e s t  or substmislbsial intelfigene %mk-head  planfing. These naGgation schemes, and their 
hplementation and testkg on a v ~ e t ys f  advanced mobi&p p l a ~ o m s ,  will be d e s ~ b e d ,  

P L  UNMWhTD R O W R S  FOR L U N m  E m L B M T I O N  

D. BicHer and 19.rv%iller 

Jet ZJropulsion Laboratoy 


Pasadena, CA 


P L  has been developing e x ~ a t e n e s ~ d  vehicles on two fronts; msbiliq and conbol. There is 
a trade off bemeen the moun t  of mobiliy ( h  terns of obstacle climbing aladity) md the 
m o u n t  of obstacle avoidmce control utgized. It is ten& sensifive. It is also speed sensitive 
due to the increased problems in dynmics for mobiliq m d  computation speed for control. 
Most of the mobility optimization is done c o n s i d e ~ g  h i ~ n gcase obsQcles in f i e  quasi-s~enc 
m d e .  This type 0%mdysis has k e n  used for more than f i n y  yeas. Six wheeled vehicles 
have considerably better mobiGq tshm four whwled ones. The suspension Binkages used wi& 
six wheeled vehicles are very i m p n m t  to the mobility, nt JPE &sims utilize a single 
body. This helps stability md t h e m d  coneol. No s p ~ n g s  are used. The vehicles have 
relaeively high g o m d  clearance, at least a wheel &meter. The lkkage extensions allow 
steefing of d1wheels for the cost of addifiond actuators. 



New wheeytire designs are evolving which can be made of durable materials (i.e., metal) and 
have superior performance to current off-road wheels/tires used on earth. 

For ultimate design evaluation, full three dimensional dynamics modeling is done using 
ADAMS software. We expect that we will soon be able to animate the vehicle behavior in a 
fast enough mode to be useful as an operations tool on the surface of a distant planet. 

A small Lunar Rover will not have a sufficient power budget for either real-time video (which 
is needed for traditional teleoperation) or for high powered computing (necessary for a 
traditional A1 autonomous control). However, the robot must be capable of recognizing 
obstacles, and maneuvering its way around them. We plan to use an autonomous behavior 
control system operating under loose supervisory control. This architecture allows the operator 
to use the occasional video images available under a low-bandwidth communications system to 
decide on the robots approximate route. The actual path is determined by the onboard system. 
The real-time control of the robot must be done onboard to ensure that the robot can react to 
hazardous terrain in a timely manner. Behavior control is a methodology for linking together 
many small single programs or "behavior." The rover contains behaviors that guide the rover 
to a given heading, recognize obstacles, maneuver about obstacles, turn towards a goal, visit a 
set of operator determined waypoints, stop the rover in dangerous situations, etc. Behavior 
control is a very compact programming methodology. We have successfully field tested robots 
in natural terrain using these programs. The robots successfully maneuver through rough 
terrain and can carry out simple tasks. The onboard program is only a few thousand bytes in 
size, and the eight-bit processor runs at a fraction of a MIP. Behavior control also greatly 
reduces up link and downlink requirements, freeing more of the bandwidth to be used by the 
rover pay load. Operationally, behavior control robots are very simple to control. The 
operator need only specify destinations and way-points. The robot program that guides the 
rover is the same program that safeguards the rover. Therefore, a command mistake is not 
likely to result in loss of the vehicle. 

A STRATEGY AND MISSION CONCEPT FOR NEAR TERM LUNAR EXPLORATION 

USING MULTIPLE HIGH MOBILITY ROVER SYSTEMS AND EXISTING DELIVERY 


SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES 


J. Purvis 

Sandia National Laboratories 


Albuquerque, NM 


Sandia National Laboratories' Advanced Systems Studies Department has recently applied for 
a patent on an innovative high-mobility rover platform design, which can be coupled to existing 
launch and delivery system technology to form a near-term capability for a lunar rover mission. 
Sandia's Advanced Vehicle Technologies Department has been designing, producing, and 
operating prototype rover systems at the Robotic Vehicle Range Facility since 1984,and has 
extensive experience with teleoperated and semiautonomous rover systems. Sandia's long 
history of technical work in DOE and DoD programs lends a unique perspective towards the 
realization of a lunar rover mission in the next 3 to 5 years, particularly with regard to utilizing 
existing DoD and DOE technology. 

Our concept begins with the notion that a small and highly mobile wheeled rover can be 
constructed to be very light-weight and mechanically simple. A scale model has been built, 



which is capable of overcornkg obstacles that are on the order of one wheel &meter  in size, 
while maintaining gound conaact vvith d four wheels at all times. Wilh an all-wheel drive 
system, this ro=r protome has a high probabdiv s f  a-raversing even very rough terrain with 
minhaji risk of getting stuck m stymied by obstacles. lit c m  be built to a scale that allows six 
to ten of tlrem to be laarnched on a single bus, thus provi&ng r e d u n h c y  and a "force 
mell~plication" factor to what might o&erurise be a high Igsk single rover explorafion mission, 

The robrers would be manged in s m d  gxage-Ue ca~sters ,  m d  ejected from low lunar orbit 
using elt9stkg Multiple R e e n q  Vehicle ( W V )  system bus technology. The m V  system bus 
technology is quite mature, md  is &e&y integratd vvih existing m i l i w  launch and deliveq 
systems. Followkg bsertion of the bus into a 5 to 1 O klometer circular lunx orbit, the 
canisters would be e j w t d  bacbar$s along the bus path onto a nonchculx lunar impact 
~ajeetory. The canister uses a commercial 5 M o g m  storable propellant retro engine md a. 
Reenlrg, Vekcle (RV) radar proximi5 fuses to ~ r e ~ o f v e  to .o h o s t  "dead-stop" one Elometcr 
above the lunas surface. The mvee c ~ s t e r  would then free fall to an impact on ebe surface at 
approimately 50 meters/sec, 

The mver cmiseers would be fitted with a speci&zed passive soft landing system ~ ~ h i c h  is 
based on existing automotive airbag techofsgy, to ensure their mechanical in tea ty  though 
the Xgglpact sequence. Automorive airbags have &edy  demons~ated their ability to proteet 
humms in crashes at decelerations sLm2a.r to that envisioned here and it is a plausible 
assumption &at a txho logy  that can protect a human head from fatal damage in impacts at 
speeds up to 120WP-f:could protect a properly designed rover at similar speeds. Once the 
cmister has come to a hdt  after impact, it will simply open and dliiiow the rover to drive out. 
The canister will be c h s h e l l  shaped to ensure h a t  it will end up in one s f  IWO positions 
(eag~ghtor upside-down), md the act of opekng wgkenswe that the rover's atrimde will 
always be upright. The inner surface of the canister will inco~oratea comn~unications m~enna 
and a small science package simfiar to those carried on the rover. A minimum rover operational 
Iife~rase of three lunar cycles is planned for the science m d  exploration missions. Following 
completion of the mission's p r i m w  objectives, the rovers will be used in an educa~onal 
o u ~ e a c hprogram. 

Bm conclusion, we propose to apply existing technologies to the problem of deliveI7ing several 
small h g h  moblEty rover systems to the lunar sudace in a short time span, on the order of 3 to 
5 years from a progam start date. This concept is based on an existkg rover prototge model, 
published launch vehicle system gerfommce data, exisdng militasgi m V  system bus and 
automoGve airbag technologies, md a s h p l e  rover ""gage" canuster design. The nr-nission 
concept is sirngle and s ~ a i g h ~ o m a d ,  requgng no new technologies and a mjnimum of 
refinement to elhiis~ng ones. The elimirlation of a Imder ~ q u k e m e n t  dellows a mission of this 
type to be launched before the PnWTEMS common %us% lander system is ready, and can act as 
an hexpensive precursw to soft landed missions in later years. The esthated cost for system 
development, irategation, and launch of this mission concept is approximately $28M. 



ROVER CONCEPTSFOR EARLY LUNAR EXPLORATION 

W.Whittaker and E. Krotkov 

Field Robotics Center 


Carnegie Mellon University 

Pittsburgh, PA 


We present three distinct rover concepts supporting early robotic exploration of the Moon. Key 
features of these concepts include the following: 

- optimizing payload by maximum use of all components delivered to the lunar surface, 
and 
- providing options for both autonomy and teleoperation. 

I. Rover Deployed h m  Artemis 

For missions in less rugged terrain, such as resource evaluation or site certification, appropriate 
rovers can succeed with minimal componentry and complexity. For unchallenging terrain a 
tricycle delivers remarkable mobility with ultimate simplicity. For missions over rougher 
terrain, such as exploring craters and surveying lava tubes, simple walkers m favored. Both 
locomotion modes can be configured with mass less than 35 kilograms for a tethered mode, 
allowing a signifcant mass margin for support resources aboard the Artemis. For untethered 
mode 65 kilograms is an achievable mass budget. 

2. Artemis Common Lunar Rover 

The Artemis is configurable as a combined lander and rover. The concept is to deploy 
locomotion elements such as a set of legs toenable Artemis to move on moderate terrain. The 
key advantage of this approach is to maximize usage of the mass and functional components 
such as avionics that are delivered to the lunar surface, thus achieving optimal utilization of 
limited resources. Furthermore, a mobile Artemis can cany a mission payload that is a multiple 
of that which is proposed to be carried by the rover deployed h m  Artemis, 

3. Precursor to the Artemis with an Ultralight Landermover 

Artemis missions in the 1997-2000timeframe could be preceded and enabled by lower-cost 
(e.g.,totaling $50M) "ultralight" missions launched by non-Delta vehicles. These missions 
would force innovative configurations, provide early, visible accomplishments and would 
prove critical robotic technologies before large resource commitments. One candidate 
configuration is a frame- walker that moves by alternately using 3 articulated legs and 3rucket 
nozzles for support. A resource prospecting and site certification mission could be performed 
in 1995 using a Taurus launch vehicle. 



D ROBOT 

Lee S. Mason 
NASA Lewis Research Center 

Cleveland, OH 

W a r n "Red" W h i ~ e r  
Field Robotics Center 

egie Mellon Universi~ 
Rttsbwgh, PA 

Cmegie MeUon Uiversity (CMU) and the NASA Lewis Reseuch Center C&eRC) propose to 
&sign, b ~ l d  and test an integrated lunar robotic lander with capability for mobility and detailed 
surface mapping. This robot could be the first step in a series of lunar robtic  precursors that 
would gather scientific infomation and provide engixaeering data to iinfluence future human 
missions. The Combined Lander and Ins ented Robot (CLm) would be launched to Earth 
orbit via a Taurus vehicle with ~ans-lunar injection pro\rided by a chemical upper stage. A 
4995 launch date is proposed, and the estimated cost of the mission is $50M including the 
T a m s  launch service, 

The CLW weighs approximately 100kilograms and consists of a robotic walking mechanism, 
descent propulsion system, avionics module, electric power system, communication system, 
themal control system, m d  insmment package. The ins ent package includes thee  
canleras for visible, infra-red, and ultra-violet spectral andysis. The CLW is expected to 
operate on the lunar surface for two weeks during lunar daylight, hibernate through the l u n a  
night perid, and then potentially re-activate for a subsequent day period. The objective of the 
mission woujid be to k,perSom a regional surface characte~zation while demonstrating the 
wiabifity of semi-autonomaus sudace mobility. The C L R  would be designed to be evolvable 
aa h e m i s  class missions dlowing extended duration s d a c e  sorties md expanded science. 

he last monmh, keRC and C W have pedomed a feasibiE~ analysis s f  the proposed 
. Several technical issues were a a e s s e d  inclu&ng: robot conceptual design, lunar 

aprations scenrprio, spacecraft integration, and mission design. The project cost md schedule 
were detemined using Mike Grmffin's heme of "fast, cheap, and simple" as a template, 
Considerable effort was made to s t remlhe  the typical NASA mission development approach. 
To that end, all design, assembly, and testing would be perfsmed in-house using a 
combination of @mand LeRC personnel. The space subsystems would be built using off-
the-shelf components and, "space-qualified" hasdware standards may be relaxed to the extent 
possible in an effort to save time and money. The spacecraft design would rely heavily on 
e ~ s t i n gtechnologgi development efforts as a of reducing project cost and development 
requirements. Cunrent NASA techology pr for planetary rovers, I o w - b s t  chemical 

ion, and space photovolkc power s ould all be leveraged. In addition, the 
ent payload and avionics package wodd borrow significmely h m  SDI related 

technology efforts. 
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MOBILI'IY OPTIONS FOR ARTEMIS PAYLOADS 

Brand N.Griffin 
Boeing Defense and Space Group 

Huntsville, AL 

The data from Artemis payloads will help form the plan for our return to the Moon. While 
some missions can be accomplished from the fixed landing site, most would benefit from the 
expanded data collection provided by mobility. This presentation will identify and compare 
mobility options including a concept which offers mobility without penalty to payload mass or 
volume, eliminates off-loading complexity, streamlines integration, and reduces program risk. 

One of the big issues facing Artemis is how to incorporate science enhancing mobility while 
retaining adequate capability for the payload. Artemis offers an early and affordable means of 
landing small precursor instruments on the Moon. Even without onboard mobility, there will 
be a significant challenge in not exceeding the weight and packaging limitations. A concept 
called BREMO (PREcursor Mobility) will be introduced. PREMO is a separate transporter 
which allows full Artemis capability and provides payload mobility or sample retrieval. It 
follows Artemis, uses existing launch systems and can support multiple payloads either on the 
same lander or separate landers. Even though PREMO satisfies Artemis mobility 
requirements, it is justified on the merits of its own mission and has a long useful life 
supporting the First Lunar Outpost along with the development of a permanent base. 

The linkage between data collection and mobility modes will be presented noting the distinction 
between continuous transportation and infrequent relocation. Also, rationale for rover sizing 
will be discussed including the unique influences of lunar operations and system commonality. 

LUNAR ROVERS FOR GEOLOGIC AND RESOURCE EXPLORATION: 

J. B. Plescia, A. L. Lane, and D. Miller 


Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 

Pasadena, CA 


Despite the Ranger, Lunar Orbiter, Apollo, Luna, and Lunokhod programs, many questions of 
lunar science remain unanswered because of a lack of specific data. With the potential for 
returning humans to the Moon and establishing a long-term presence there, a new realm of 
exploration is possible. Numerous plans have been outlined for orbital and surface missions. 
Here we describe the capabilities of class of small rovers applicable to the Artemis common 
lunar lander concept and how they would be applicable to geologic exploration and resource 
assessment on the lunar surface. The objectives are to collect a variety of high resolution in situ 
data to be ap plied to a variety of lunar geoscience questions and to form a basis for planning 
human activities on the lunar surface . 
The initial rover design has been scoped for the first Artemis lander which has a highly 
constrained payload capability of about 65 kilograms. It consists of a 6 wheel, solar power 
rover with a mass of about 28 kilograms. Two rovers would be deployed from a single 
Artemis lander. Rover lifetime would be at least 3 lunar days and hopefully 7-10. Ranges of 



tens of Hometers arepossible, limited only by the relative amounts of time devoted to 
movement versus other activities (e.g., sampling and analysis). During the lunar night, the 
rover would hibernate. About 11 blograms of the total 28 kilograms is avdable for science 
payload and sampling equipment. The science instruments take strong advmuge of capabilities 
provided by microtechnology. Rover sped would be about 0.5 to 1.0 hh,depending upon 
the terrain. Power of 60 to 2W W is provided by solar panels (0.3 m2) which also serve to 
shield the rover from high themal loads during the day. 120 W hr of power are provided by 
AgZn batteries to increase capabilities d g peak loads. These batteries are capable of 
withsm&ng the lunar night. Nominal data rate would kabout 30 kbps at 20W W ;rates as 
high as 150 kbps would be possible for limited periods. Control of rover mobdity would be 
achievd in two modes: behavioral control driving and eeleoperation driving. In the behavior 
conml mode, a series of way point would be selected and the rover would navigate along a 
g rde temind  path to a site hvobng autonomous obstacle avoidance if necessary. The 
obstacles encountered would be those that were unrecogized in the original path. In the 
eeleoperation driving mode, mobility would be conkrolled in a real time sense fom the Earth 
using slow scan video for viewing. Smpling of the regolith and deployment of lhnstmments to 
the surface or against rocks would be autonomous. A n x, y, z, coordinate position would be 
relays to the rover an sampling or placement accomplished automaticdy. In the case of 
the deployment of in ents, the rover would not release the instrument thereby assuring a 
conthuity of location knowledge. Insthuments storage insthument sample deposition ports 
would be in defined loc2tions stored in memory to aid in the return of instrument to storage or 
input of a sample into an instnument. 

Two types of payloads are envisions for a such a small rover: a geoscience payload and 
resource evaluation payload. During geologic exploration, it is assumed that the objective 
would be geology with specific science questions and sites prektemined. Ifowever there 
would also be the potential for serendipity. Another aspect of the geologic exploration would 
involve regional recom~ssance and traverse science. The nominal geoscience payload is aimed 
at adhessing a set of gmlogic questions in a specific Iscation. It would include the f o l l o ~ n g  
s ~ a m a r xinsmments: stereo camera, high resolution surface cmera, alpha-proton-x ray 
fluorescence specEometer, and a visible-i&xed imaghg specuometer. A claw to manipdate 
rocks might also be c ~ e d ,  

The resotme evaluation payload would be directed at assessing the resousce potential of a site. 
Here the objective is to detemlsae the element and mol~ula9. compsition of the regdih, 
s p ~ ~ c d l yhose materids which are of interest as resources. The two most important element 
idendfid are Hydrogen md Oxygen for use in life support and as fuel. Other target gases 
include H, He, S02, CO, @02,H2S, El2and N2. Regolith is also considered to be an 
impomt  resource particulxly in terms of its ra4iiation shiel&ng capabili~es. The skawman 
payload would include st~reo carnera, high resolution surface camera, dpha-proton-x ray 
fluorescence speckrometer, visible -infrared imaging spectrometer, an evolved gas andysis 
system, md a Mossbauer sp%Bometer. In addition to the insthuments a device to collect 
surf.~cerego l i~samples (a clam shell scosp) and possible an auger drill. for shallow subsdace 
sampling. 

Stereo imaang is achieved through two mast-mounted CCD framing camera (800 x 10 00 
gkels) with a separation angle of about 25 cm. Mast mounting allows 360! horizonM viewing 
and about 120! of vertical viewing. The high resolution surface camera is the same type of 
camera but mounted on the rover body with optics that allow imaging at a resolution of a few m 
in the near field. The v i s ib le -~rard  imaging spectrometer includes the spectral range from 
0.4 to 1.8 microns to observe the portion of the spectrum sensitive to pyroxenes, olivines, 
FeO content, and soil compsition. A spatial resolution of <2 mm at 30 cm is possible. The 



alpha-proton-x ray fluorescence spectrometer is aimed at obtaining elemental composition. The 
alpha/proton mode measures low Z elements whereas the x-ray fluorescence mode is sensitive 
to high Z elements. 244 CM is used as the source for the alpha particles; 109Cd or 244 Cm is 
used for x ray excitation. The evolved gas analysis system would be used to heat the samples 
to drove off gases which would then be analyzed by a mass spectrometer or other system. 

Two types of sample acquisition equipment are considered: a scoop and a drill. A sample 
manipulation claw is also considered. The scoop is a clam shell scoop mounted on multi degree 
of freedom a rm and would collect samples from the surface to a depth of a few cm; it could 
also be used for shallow trenching. This same arm would be used to deploy instruments. The 
drill is an auger drill mounted on the rover body designed to penetrate to depths of about 1m. 
Sample volume would be a few cubic cm from depth intervals of a few cm. The auger would 
be housed within a tube such that samples from a given depth would remain isolated from 
material at other depths. Finally a simple claw is envisioned as a mechanism to move rocks or 
disturb the surface in cases where sample acquisition was unnecessary. 

A physical properties payload could also be included to study the geotechnical properties of the 
surface and subsurface. Those data would be aimed primarily at engineering objectives but 
would also be applicable to geoscience problems. Parameters of interest include particle size 
and shape, density and porosity, compressibility, shear strength, bearing capacity, 
trafficability, electrical conductivity, and surface chargingklischarging. The complete payload is 
under study and not yet been determined. However, it is also anticipated that an 
electromagnetic sounding system could be included to determine the thickness, stratigraphy, 
and boulder content of the regolith. T his system could be mounted on a single rover or the 
system (receiver and transmitter) could be shared between two rover s. 

Such small rovers are clearly capable of carrying out important and useful observations. A 
variety of instruments can be carried. Mobility and life time of such system are of a sufficient 
nature that significant distances can be traversed. 

The SPIDER and the HORSE 

New Concepts in Robotic Manipulation and Mobility 


for Lunar and Planetary Exploration 


James S. Albus 

Robot Systems Division 


Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory 

National Institute of Standards and Technology 


Gaithersburg, MD 


The SPIDER (which stands for Stewart Platform Independent Drive Environmental Robot) is a 
new type of robot crane that has been developed for applications in nuclear and toxic waste 
cleanup. The SPIDER consists of an octagonal frame, six winches, six cables that form a 
Stewart work platform, and a variety of sensors, cameras, grippers, and tools that are 
supported by the platform. So long as the six cables remain in tension, the work platform is 
kinematically constrained and can exert forces and torques in all six degrees of freedom so as to 
maneuver and operate tools such as backhoes, drills, and saws. 



The advantage of the SPIDER ~ o ~ p r a t i o n  is that all strueturd members are in either pure 
compression or pure tension. There are no bending or twistkg moments anywhere in the 
stsuchre, except for supporting its own weight against gravity. Therefore, the structure can be 
exmmely light weight and strong. Cables are used for tension members, cylindrical tubes for 
compression. This can be shown to produce the highest pssible smngth-tsweight ratio. 

Several experlsnentd versions of the SPDER have been built and tested. %he largest is 6 
meters high, weighs less &an 1000 pounds, and has a lift capacity of more ghan two tons. The 
version proposed for the &emis lander is 2 meters high, weighs less thm 10 Elogranis, and 
has a lift capaciw of 50 Mograms. 

The HORSE is an ahptation of the SPIDER for mobifiy. The SPDER frame has been 
mounted on three ~ a c k e d  vehicles and given a long neck to suppofi a p d t i l t  head with a suite 
of cameras. The long neck lifts the HORSE'S head more than 3 meters above the ground and 
about two meters ahead of its front feet. This enables the I-TBRSE to see far into the distance 
for mapping and path planning, as well as straight down immediately ahead of itself so as to 
avoid fiajiling into h ~ l e s  and ditches. It c m  also see over obstacles up to 3 meters high. A laser 
s c m e r  can be mounted at the base of the HORSES neck so as to provide terrain elevation 
cues. Cmeras  mounted on the SPIDER platfom, suspended wihin the HORSE body, can be 
used fm m ~ p d a t i n g  tools and deploying ins 

A video tape of the S P D E W O R S E  will be shown. It will illus~ate: 4) the SPBEW's 
smngrh, stgfness, and ability to manipulate tools and deploy instrumenrs such as might be 
requiired for lunar or p l a n e m  explomtion or consmctigsn tasks; m d  2) the HORSE'S abiEty to 
move m d  see long distances for navigation, mapphg, m d  path plmfing. 

LUNAR R O V E W O B L m  S Y S E M  WOmSHOP 


Dr. Lany Schooley 

Universiy of ArizonmASA Space Engineering Research Center 


Pheonk, AZ 


This presentation is a joint venture of the University of hzonalkFASA Space Enginering 
Research Center (%ERG) and the N a ~ o n d  Institute of S m h d s  and Techraolo~ of the United 

ent of Cornmerce (NIST). It will present the concept of a general puspose 
hteKgent Robotic Vehicle System (LWVS) for lunar and k h a n  applications. 

The motivation POP this ~ s e m c h  is that Lunx  or Martian robotic missions rqui17i v;rrious 
&versified operations ghat have to be executed in a semi-autonomous fahion with remote 
supemisorgr control. These operations may include, for example, basic science, site selecdon, 
m s p r t a t i o n ,  mining, materials handing m d processing, as well as plant insdlation, 
opmtion, and maintenance. Existing designs of lunar or Martian rovers are inadequate for 
such divemified tasks. News conceprs and des ips  must be developed to fulfill these v ~ e d  
needs. 

The goal of the proposed =search is to build an htelligent robtie  vehicle system which can 
travel from site to site to deliver general-purpose sewices. The design will be based on the 



SPIDER robot already developed by NIST. The unique structure of this design provides a 
powerful platform which can accommodate a variety of tasks due to its exceptionally high force 
to mass ratio, large working volume, compact packaging for transport, mobility, flexibility of 
scale, and ease of reconfiguration. 

The initial development will focus on tasks which relate specifically to missions of the SERC. 
These will include surveying, prospecting, resource assessment, mining, beneficiation, and 
construction, operation, and maintenance of ISMU plants. The initial phase will exploit the 
possibility to package the SPIDER architecture into a very compact space for delivery by an 
Artemis payload. Future versions can easily be scaled up to handle loads involving many tons, 
and to incorporate additional distributed intelligence and remote supervisory control for 
increased autonomy. 

Aspects to be described in the presentation will include base structure, sensory devices, tools 
and instruments, control and communication, prospecting and navigation, instrument 
deployment, sample collection, sample analysis, site selection, and further details of the 
scenarios for ISMU plant applications. A videotape of a model SPIDER system performing 
certain of the above operations will be shown. 

LESSONS LEARNED FROM LUNOKHOD AND LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE 

D. Carrier 

Lunar Geotechnical Institute 


Lakeland, FL 


The design and performance of the Lunokhod and Lunar Roving Vehicle will be reviewed 
The existing lunar trafficability data will be extrapolated to predict the performance (energy 
consumption) of a small lunar rover. The tippling stability will also be addressed. Technical 
issues that require more analysis and terrestrial testing will be summarized. 

CAPABILITIES FOR TELEOPERATING A LUNAR ROVER 

B. Hine 111, G. Briggs, and M. McGreevy 

NASA Ames Research Center 


Moffit Field, CA 


The assumed goal of a lunar rover project is to soft land a mobile vehicle on the surface of the 
moon and with it perform scientific experiments and site surveying remotely from the Earth. 
The expected value of such a mission is twofold The first benefit is in the increase in our 
knowledge of the lunar surface. This is critical to our understanding of the formation of the 
solar system, but is also critical to our planning for future unmanned and manned missions to 
the Moon. The second benefit results from an operational test of the technology which we 
hope to use to explore Mars. 



operation, we assume the rover would use a mix of control schemes, ranging from 
autonomous traversd of relatively knign terrain, through supervised task performance at a 
worksite, to &ect c l ~ s dImp teleoperation of camera systems, mmipdators, md scientjfic 
insmments, The varying levels of humm interface to the vekcle are required because the light 
travel time delay to the Moon makes coneinuous direct teleoperaeion inefficient and undeskable, 
and the state-sf-the-rn in systems autonomy makes full autonomy for all pssible tasks 
tmataahable. 

We axe propsbg  hat the operatois interface to the arehicle should be capable of a mix of 
advmcd telepresence and more eaditional controls. New advances in telepresenee and v ~ u a d  
reality conwol intesfaces to vehicles and manipulators allow an operator to experience an 
enveloping glusion of presence at the remote location, wkch promises to be kghly 
advmbgeous to scientists w o r b g  in the field. The more Baditiond control interface is 
necessany as a reliable backup to the more advanced interface, wkch is desirable for space 
missions. The advanced intedace is an area where Ames has expedse and experience, 
combifing technology research from Human Factors and Infomation Sciences with the sciencz 
users. We will describe the current state-of-the-art in advanced teleoperation and virtual reality 
as applied to vehicle and manipulator con~ol.  

John Gilberl, William Kaliardos, Calvin Ma, Eric Mdafeew, Steve Schondorf, 

Stephan Feldgoise, Lany Kaye, Richad Kim, 


Brenda Krafft (Wellesley), Stuart Schaefer, Kimball Thurston 


Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Cambridge, PV1Va 


David S. Kang 

C. S. Draper Laboratory 


Camblridge,MA 


Oveasriew: Design and build a five Nogram micro-rover to pigaback on a future LunaMars 
Mission, The rover should be desiped to retain maximum flexibili~ to w d o m  on multjple 
mission scenarios. The purpose of the rover is to supplement the Imder by e x p l o ~ g  the 
surroundkg area and sending as many images as possible back to Emh. The rover semes as a 
"scout." The rover's design lifetime is 30 days. The range is 3 kilometers minimum. The 
rover will accept maneuver/destination commands from E d .  Autonomous obs~c l e  
a v o i b c e  will be implemented. The mver will be developed in b e e  sbges, The first stage, 
Rotoype I, consisted of quick evduation of the off-tbe-shelf equipment mdf i ed  for 
teleoperation. The second stage, Pmtotne 16, is a functionlal rover fully designed and built. 
The third stage, Prototgrpe PIT, is the mission rover. 

RoverMobility Systems Workshop Fwusr To provide a benchmak for the workshop 
discussions, we will focus our presentation as a case study. Numerical details of the second 
stage, Prototype 11, rover will be provided. This includes requirements and mass allocations. 



A brief video presentation of the rover will be shown. Based on the results of the workshop, 
the third stage, Prototype 111, rover design will be initiated 

REAL-TIME QUALITATIVE REASONING SUPPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS 

TECHNOLOGIES FOR TELE-ROBOTIC SYSTEMS 


Reinhold C. Mann 

Center for Engineering Systems Advanced Research 


Engineering Physics and Mathematics Division 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 


Oak Ridge, TN 


This presentation reviews recent research and development at the ORNL Center for 
Engineering Systems Advanced Research (CESAR) in the area of applying fuzzy logic to the 
control of mobile robots, both in autonomous and tele-robotic control modes. This work has 
been performed by Francois Pin, Robert Pattay, Yutaka Watanabe of ORNWCESAR, and by 
Hiroyuki Watanabe and Jim Symon of the University of North Carolina. VME-compatible 
computer boards were developed including VLSI fuzzy logic chips in order to add qualitative 
reasoning capabilities to the real-time control of mobile robots. The boards allow full 
inferences with up to 350 rules and 28 sensor input channels to be executed at a rate of 30 kHz. 
The presentation will include a videotape showing results obtained with using this hardware for 
behavior-based navigation by a mobile robot with as few as 13rules in an unknown 
environment. The application of this methodology to the control of tele-robotic systems, e.g. 
remote driving, will also be discussed and initial results will be presented. 

In addition, the presentation summarizes significant capabilities in wireless communication 
techniques for application in hostile environments that have been developed in the Robotics and 
Intelligent Systems Program at ORNL. Development and demonstration of millimeter-wave 
microwave technologies for transmission of both television and high integrity data links in both 
free-space and reflective environments provides unique telerobotic system communication link 
flexibility in hostile environments, including radiation applications. This hardware can be 
combined with video data compression research and development efforts to provide a robust 
communication link capability for rover vehicles. Video compression is accomplished by a 
combination of techniques including pyramidal decomposition, foveation, and other classical 
techniques. Overall system design flexibility allows for dynamic adjustment of parameters for 
tradeoff of image quality versus frame rate. This system is applicable to problems which 
require compressed video data rates or to situations when valuable bandwidth is only 
intermittently available. 



111. Work Group Results 

On the second day of the worhhop, the pmicipanes were divided into wor%ing groups of 
approximately 10people each. A group leader/facilirator assigned by tbeE 
the discussions f cused  on the desired woskshop gods. At least one person wiih a scientific 
=search backg~ound was k c l u k d  k each group to ensure that the science gods of the 
assign& scenario were properly addsessed. The r e m ~ i n g  members of each working group 

se mixture of those attending the workshop. This mixture was 
b a e d  on the skills descripfion prcrgkd by each panaicipmt. 

2lne working ~ u p s  were zsked to consider the following ikms as part of their delikrationas: 

Assess the feasibility of accompfiskng the two defirned missions wr~irnthe following 
consesaints, or identify w ~ c % I  constrain& are in confict: 

- pedonnance cons ts: achievement of the defined mission objecfives, 65 
k i l o g m  payload mass 

- sc'tmdule constrkain&: 1994new start funding; 1997launch 

Recommend those areas where critic& development needs to be accmplished. 

Develop general roverhobiEty system characteristics that can be used for: lander- 
payload interface design trade studies; developing rover/mobility system squiremenas. 

Consider the impact of involKing educational institueions anaor the general public in 
these missions either though direct interaction with the rover or through high 
resolution simulators using mission data. 

Each of the working groups was given one of the candidate mission scenarios along with &ta 
describing the site identsed for each scenario. It was up to each group to develop and 
dmument one or more concepts that could accompEsh h e  scendo and pmvide the assmiate$ 
description of capabiBities and characteristics described above. At the end of this second day, 
each goup  presented its findiaigs to the remainder of the groups. 

Scenario 1 - Resource Prospecting and Site Certification 

Mission Theme:Outpost site s w e y  m d  resource assessment 

h d i n g  site: Mare Trmquillibtis ,highest Timiurn mamiia near 15N,22 E 

Stereo, high-resolution color klegsion (> 1CKK) lines) 
Roboric manipulator arm with so3 sampling scmp 
h a @ g  spctrsmeter 
G m m a  raylneuthon spclaomerer 
X-ray reflectmceK-my afiact iomossbauep spctrcsmeter 
Soil heater and evolved gas ma lyz r  

This mission willsurvey and chara~tesiz~ site on the Moon. Larrge-a potential o u ~ o s t  
scale topographic maps .\Kill be made h m  high-resolution stereo imaging carried by 



one or more rovers (two rovers is the assumed baseline); addi~onally, surface soil 
properties, bloek dishbutions, and lateral vakability will be mapped 
traverses. For resources, the mission objective is to characterize in s 
abundance and its variation over a grid roughly 2 kilometers 
distribution of hydrogen in the regolith will be inferred by m 
in the ejecta of fresh, small craters (20 - 50 meter diameter). 

Scenario 2 - Geoscience Exploration o f  Hadley-Apennines 

Mission Theme: Explore the Mmn, picking up where Apollo left off 

hnding site: Apl lo  15 site, Hdey-Apennines near 26 N, 3 E 

Stereo, high-resolution color teleision (> 1OOO lines) 
Robotic manipulator aatn with soil smpling scoop 
hag ing  sgectrmeter 
G m m a  rayheutson spec&ometc=r 
X-ray reBectanceK-ray diffraction/haossbauer spctromem 
Laser Lnduced BreMown Spc~ome te r  &BS), (if weight md  power 

avdable) 

'This mission will conduct new scientific exploration by visiting an ApoUo landing sire, 
building u p n  our rich knowledge from that mission. Sepmte traverses at the Hadey 
site will include; 1) a visit to f ie  North Complex, a pre-mare island, originally on the 
Apollo 15ifinerary, but hopped kcause of time p~ssures ;  2) a &scent into Hadey 
m e  (22 d e g e  average slop) md characterizaeion of strata that crop out in rille walls; 
3) a Ipavene up Hadey Deltq a massif visited by the Apollo 15 crew, to dacument and 
chaacterize hbrirann ba in  melt boulder at Spur crater, then conbinuing up to Silver 
Spup, a rock outcrop displaying subholrizontd Iayehg  (sedimentary, igneous, or 
smcturd?). 

"X1.1e following sec~ons; present the findkgs of each of the working groups. Each group tended 
to focus oar a subset of the items desired usually based on the i n t e~s t s  of the members of tile 
gpoup. "Thus the infomation presented here is not necessasily eonsisknt or zmZom. 

Group 1 - (Geoscience Expiomtion of Hadley-Apenaines theme) 

L, Guena (lead), S AIG J. Martinet, IBM 
K. Aucliilir, B ~ h t e l  B. Pritchard, N A S m a B C  
M. Fahey, Lunar Technologies, 0.Schaefer, Grummm 

Inc. P. Spudis, Lunar and Planetary 
J. Gilbert, C. S. Draper Laboratory Institute 
B. Griffin, Boeing M. Stancati, SAIC 
B. Wine, NASNARC W. W ~ a k e r ,Carnagie-Melbn 
R. KlusendorP, Astro Aerospace University 



: With Paul Spu&s irncluded in this goup, it was possible to discuss trade-offs 
between the mission scenario and the vehicle design, A summw of this discussion, dong 
with the basic roverjmobility syslem charactelistics issues raised are recorkd here. 

The basic objectives of this mission scenario are to examine the h e a r e  used d 
Apl lo  15mission and to visit h e  landfoms (the Noflh Complex, H d e y  %Ue, and Silver 
Spur), gathering more data to answer scientific questions. Tbls goup started by esthating the 
fime it would take to accomplish various x~v i t i e s  and then used &ese estimates to consmet a 
rimelhe for the basic mission. These estimates and assumpdons ixlclude: 

- average @averse speed of 0.5 
- no time dwa ted  for negotiating a path or far ie profound d i scove~ 
- no excavating or scaling les requked 
- all data is sent c%irecaly to 

- 4-0 degree cone antenna 
- 100 kbitsjsec data rate 
- simple dau compl-essioan 

= rover remains stationw wMe gathering and transmitring data 

Additionally, a discussion about the ins ent set resulted in a decision to include the L B S  
(ofigindly considered "nice to have," but not necessq) for redundancy. This provides a 
second kchnique for icd and minerd composition, but shodd not be considered 
a replacement for the ossbauer. This discussion also identified a potential t~ade 
stu aring the value of includng a robotic ann (to bring specific samples closer to the 
ins ) versus inclusion of the LIBS. The trade-off parameters would focus on the 
power and mass constraints. 

Based on these estimates and assupfions, the followkg timeline was consmcted: 

Land near Apallo 15 site 

Cheek out systems and off-load om lank9 

Move to ApoUo site (approx, 1h) 

hvestigaaions at Apollo site 

Move to North Complex (approx. 4 h) 

Tnvestigations at No& Complex 

rvIove to Hadey aille (apgarox. 2-5 krm) 

Investigations at M l e  

Traverse along aille to due west of ApoHo site 


(approx. 1.5 h) 

Invesfigations at Rfile: 

Move to Silver Spur (approx. 6 h) 

Tnvestigations at Silver Spm 


222 (9.3 days) 



Each of the items labeled "inveshgation at ..."was assumed to be a smdard set of a ch~ t i e s  
consiseing of the f o u o ~ n g :  

Pan view of area 

h/aultispeca pan 

Chernicd mdysis 

Mossbauer 

LfBS 


TOM 160 (round up to 180 mhutes) 

Further assume that approAmalely 12of these squences are perfomed in the generd 
~ c E b yof the specified site ( ~ e  Wference between 188 and t60 mlinutes aeeountir%g 
for movling to that new site) before moving to the next specified site, n u s ,  twelve, 
thee  how sequences toding 36 horns at each site.) 

Bas& on this eseimate the group conc%u&d that the mission eodd be accomplished by a single 
mver thin a single lunar day. Some msdification of the original mission scen&o resulted 
(e,g., not crossing the Riille fiom side to side). F i g m  1dlus~atesthe wvised squence based 
on the tianelhe &scussed above. 

An aait iond conclusion & a m  by h i s  group is that the 10&lometer lm&ng m c  
the lander is not consistent with the scale of the Pnpdlo 15 site and should be in the one to k e e  
Mometer range to be useful. This same conclusion codd be applied to a number of other 
interestkg sites: lan&ng as much as ten gliometers from a d e s k 4  tapget could make the mgek 
inaccessible or put &at txget out of rmge of a simple rover, 2 the assurnptbn of a single lunar 
&y to complete the bait mission and tenain corngasable to the ApoUs 15site weretined. 



Figure 1 

A separate discussion focused on the potential for using a walker design as the initial rover 
flown by the Arterrlis program. One possible concept for such a device is illus~ated in Figure 
2. 



Figure 2 

It was also pointed out that the Artemis lander itself could be used as part s f  such a w m n g  
concept. In this case the lander legs become half of the "w g beam'hsed for m o b i l i ~ .  
The landing pads on the Artemis do not need to be pivoted for this application. It was 
estimated that motors for the mobility pol-eion of this concept would weigh approxixnately 30 
kilograms and require approximately 25 watts of power. The add i~ond  solar array and b a ~ e r y  
for this amount s f  power was estimated to have a mass of approximately 10kilograms. This 
would allow the walker to take steps of approximately one meter in lenM, at approximakly 
one step per second. A l l o ~ n g  for other activities, such as limited path plmning and 
maneuvering, the group estiunatd that this vehicle could move at approximately one kilometer 
per hour. 

On the subject of education, this group suppoed the idea of using the simulator or virtual 
reality approach rather than direct interaction with the m e r  itself (i.e., dlowing the general 
public to drive the rover around on the lunar surface). This goup also recommended that these 
simulators not be located near NASA centers, but should go to the studen&, The idea of a 
mobile van with the apprspriak equipment on-boxd was suggeskd. 

A final mcommendation by this m u p  was for a detiled mission profile to be developed to 
determine duty cycles for power, communications, and other systems. This profile should 
then be used to test a one rover, two rover, and w&er s c e n ~ o ,  Other issues identified that 
should be a d h s s e d  include: 



-	 Is the Apollo 15site too difficult for the first Artemis mission? 
-	 Two dimetrieally opposed goals have now been identified: educa~on versus 

the pfincipd investigato?~ mission, based on the number of hours of operation. 
-	 Data compression power required: CPU-based versus a special processor chip. 
-	 Passive cooling may not be sufficient; what is necessary? 

Group 2 - (Geoscience Exploration of Madley-Apennines theme) 

D. Eppler (lead), SAIC 	 P. KZarer, Sandia National 
J. Bessant, IBM 	 Laboratories 
J. Blzic, Los Alomos National D. Korsmeyer, NASNARG 

Laboratory A. Lane, JPL 
J. Frassmito, J. Frassanito and G. Marks, Astro Aerospace 

Associates 
N. Jafarey, Mlied Signal Aerospace 	 A. Richmond, Boeing 

: n i s  goup &vi&d its Biscussions dong the lines p r o ~ d e d  in the "charge" to all of 
the worliiing goups. 

A. 	fission objectives 

1. 	Keep mission success eriefia achievable, e.g., say our mission success goal is go 
to nordh complex; if we whieve that, [then we have achieved a successful mission 
and we can then decide ifl we'll go on to bigger and better things. 

2. 	Use the geewhiz/educa~ond aspects as a hmk  for future funding for SEI, but 
involve edueaeiond professionals md PR professionds (e.g., NASA hb l i c  Affairs 
Office, Challenger Center, Smitbso~an Air and Space) now so we don't a a  on 
pmrly later. 

3. 	In the spirit of number (I) above, bdmce a mixture of science capabilities beween 
proven low-risk instrument an8untried, high-risk stuff. 

Also, stress the "LDEF" capability to understand the long-term exposure of Apdlo 
equipment, also the Agollo effects on nearby lunar environment by outgassing. 

Smss operational research god of mission as a model for future Artemis missions. 

B. 	 65 kilograms of usable payload 

1. 	65 Elogrms is a significant constraint, but we can live with it if it's a stepping 
stone to a future Artemis mission. 



C. 	General 

The Program needs to do a thorough critical path analysis so we don't have another 
Hubble. 

Areas where critical development needs to be accomplished 

1. 	 What technology is actually available in SDIO, etc. that will allow us to proceed 
with off-the-shelf hardware? 

2. 	 We need to understand the requirements for different kinds of rovers matched to 
differentkinds of missions; a generic rover may not be appropriate for all 
missions. 

3. 	 Manipulatorlanalysis equipment interaction trades - do we need scoops, grabbers 
or detectors on arms? 

4. 	 Evolved gas instruments need to be developed 

5 .  	 We need to understand the data compression requirements and the hardware 
implementations for compression. 

6. 	 Dust 

a. How to keep dust off. 
b. How to actively reject dust using electrostatic means. 
c. How to clean dust off lenses, etc. 
d. Dust interaction w/bearings, seals. 

7 .  	 Heat rejection schemes for lunar noon. 

8.  	 Solar cell performance constraints with variations in solar illumination and 
temperature 

9. 	 Soil mechanics and mobility - is Dave Carrier right? If so, how do we 
accommodate his fmdings? 

10. Landing accuracy needs to be improved to at least +3km; what will be the payload 
mass penalty for a 1 order of magnitude increase in landing accuracy over the 
current + 10 km? 

1 1. What are the technology approaches to "night survival"? 

12. What synergism can be exploited between Artemis and LRM/lunar scout missions? 

Roverlmobility characteristics: 

13. Range: 20 - 30 km; design to 50 krn 



14. Power: Mobility - 30 W peak (flat - 1 - 2 W) 

Comm - 20 W 

Instruments - 15 W 


Total 65 W 

15. 	Speed -21 meter/min (with 40%stop time). 

16. 	Data compression - big payback on power. 

17. 	Classified technology needs to be made practicallv available ASAP. 

18. 	Deployment mechanism is a critical path requirement. [potential single point 
failure] 

19. Precision of instrurnentfsensor placement - requirements are instrument specific but 
software should be capable of supporting the implementation of requirements. 

20. 	Plan for data reduction and analysis [is needed]. 

21. 	Where/how is instrument development funding going to be available? - When? 

Group 3 - (Resource Prospecting and Site Certification theme) 

Membership: 

J. Plescia (lead), JPL 	 E. Krotkov, Carnegie-Mellon 
R. Cataldo, NASA/LeRC 	 University 
J. Ferguson, Allied Signal J. Purvis,Sandia National 

Aerospace Laboratories 
E. Huber, Mitre 	 R. Spann, NASA/JSC 
D. Kang, C. S. Draper Laboratory 	 C. Weisbin, JPL 

M. Montemerlo, NASA/HQ 

Findings: 

1. Power 

It was anticipated that it would take up to 20 W of power to move at 0.5k r n b  depending upon 
the terrain. 30-40W would be required for communications and 15 W for instruments. This 
would imply a solar panel array of 0.5-1.0square meter (depending upon the orientation and 
efficiency). 

Night time survival depends on maintaining temperature of critical elements. Some 
components may not be able to withstand the lunar night temperatwes and would have to be 
heated. 



2. Mobility 

Surface location of the rover along a traverse using inertial guidance would be known to about 
1-10% depending on updates of location. Uncertainty would develop because of dead 
reckoning and wheel slip. There was a sentiment among some of the people that moving out of 
sight of the lander (used as a reference) would be very difficult and was not a g o d  idea. If 
this is true, it would severely limit the value of such a rover. 

The question of the limit of slope stability was of concern, but the problem was not resolved. 
It was felt that a heavier rover would do better and that bigger wheels would be better. The 
distribution of mass vis a vis the wheels was also a parameter to be considered. 

3. Mass 

Developing a single 65 kilogram rover was not considered a challenge. Developing a 28 
kilogram rover was seen as more of a challenge because a lot of the detailed engineering 
aspects had yet to be defined (e.g., power, wheels, antenna, etc.). 

Some thoughts on component mass were as follows: 

10 kg instruments 
2 kg power

5- 10 kg arm 

3 kg antenna 


20-25 kg subtotal 

That leaves between 5 and 10kilograms for the rover mechanism if the objective is a 30 
kilogram total mass. 

4. Critical Design Issues 

A number of aspects were identified as being of concern: 

dust and abrasion 

boring into rocks and the regolith 

power vis a vis solar array stability and pointing 

surviving the lunar night 

stability on the surface 


Instrument placement on the surface and acquiring surface samples were not considered to be 
major concerns. 

5. Arm 

There was a considerable amount of discussion about the arm.It was felt that the ratio of arm 
mass to lifted mass would be 5:l. A 3 DOF arm with 2 links might mass 10 kilograms. 



6. Instruments 

stereo camera 0.8 kg 2W 

spectrometer 2.0 kg 15 W 

a-p-x spectrometer 0.5 kg 0.5 W 

Mossbauer spectrometer 0.5 kg 2 W  

gamma ray1 neutron spectrometer 2.0 kg TBD W 

gas analysis 3.0 kg 12W 


7. Environment 

It was felt that enough information about the lunar surface is known such that environment 
could be considered "well behaved and benign." 

8. Education 

Virtual reality might be a good idea. Such a system could be used for public education and 
information. 

There seemed to be little reality to the concept of allowing the public or even universities to 
operate the rovers simply as a gee whiz "educational" activity. These would be unique valuable 
resources and would almost never be just given away. 

Group 4 - (Geoscience Exploration of Hadley-Apennines theme) 

Membership: 

J. Gruener (lead), LESC 	 T. Pendleton, NASNJSC 
J. Erickson, NAS NJSC 	 N. Roessler, MDSSC 
V. Gillespie, NASAILaRC 	 G. Ryder, Lunar and Planetary 
E. King, University of Houston 	 Institute 
R. Mann, Oak Ridge National 	 M. Schmalz, NASAIJSC 

Laboratories J. Smith, Boeing 
D. Miller, JPL 	 D. Soltis, NASA/LeRC 

Findings: This group divided its activities into a number of "discussions" related to the 
mission or vehicle. The major points from these discussions are as follows. 

Discussion 1: lunar night 

- Desirable to make it through the lunar night for science value and for outreach. 

- Probably can be done within mass limits using traditional methods (i.e., 
batterieslheater), unique opportunities (i.e., using the Apollo 15ALSEP RTG 
as a heat source), or other methods (e.g., thermal blankets and regolith). 

- Important parameters: number of thermal cycles (for 1night or many). 



Discussion 2: schedule and cost 

- Use skunkworks approach [with particular attention on minimizing the number 
of people involved]. 

- Must open up Strategic Defense Initiative [classified] information [for civilian 
use]. 

-	 Operate in new mode with management commitment, for example: 
-	 testing 
-	 quality assurance 
-	 procurement 
-	 commercial parts 
-	 software 
-	 no codification of design 
-	 no viewgraphs 

Discussion 3: critical development 

- Rover systems [are] not [the] driver (i.e., lubricants, [drive systems, power 
systems], etc.). 

- Science instruments are [the driver] (e.g., Laser Induced Breakdown 
Spectrometer). 

- Communication and positioning required; needs early attention. 

-	 Science questions. 

- optimum payload? 


Discussion 4: imaging 

- Real time video not necessary for driving or science. 

- Location determination on scale of meters not necessary. 

- Close-up imaging (approximately 1square inch) needed to tell rocks apart; if 
arm available, camera can be mounted on wrist. 

- Maneuverability of camera desirable (i.e., upldown, pan, tilt). 

Discussion 5: communications 

- Line of sight required (video and data rates) will require direct to Earth 
communication. 

- Trade: landerlrover communication system [i.e., rover data relayed through 
lander systems] vs. rover only communication system. 



Group 5 - (Resource hospecting and Site Certification heme) 

D. McKay (lead), NASNJSC 	 L. Schmley, Univ. of Arizona 
E. Fendell, Scitor COT. 	 P. Spiddim, NASNGSFC 
R. Preston, Sandia Nationd 	 J. StecMein, NASNJSC 

Labratories T. Triffet, University of Aarizona 
J. kopeck, cl)ceaneearing Space 	 B. Wilcox, JPL 
D. Read, lMIlDSSC 

: This goup's discussions foeused on b e e  mah mas: mission design, rover 
requirements, and a number of top-level trade studies. From ahese, the goup developed a 
number of conclusions and issues for fmher considerations. 

This g o q  identified a nwmber of mdfications or refinements that should be considered for 
the basic mission profile. 

-	 need 10"s of Glorneters range rather than 10's of meters 
-	 the refe~nce payload has no provision for depfi or vertical hfonnation 

collec~on; consideration should be given to the f o l l o ~ n g  kylpes of insuuments: 
-	 radah sounder or sonah sounder 


scoop for depth samples 

- seved  Praverses (or one long one) sampling every 0.5 kilometer or so 

visiting pre-planned features (have prioritized list of featms). 
-	 SpiderEsrse concept should be pmsued for future missions. 
- the resource mission should include data on engineering properties of the site: -	 regoEth thickness 

- size and boulder [count] 
-	 regolith cohesiveness/density with depth 

Rmg e 10's s f  Glometers, miimum 
Mobiliay sifnilar to LRV slopes md obsracles (Mare 
Tsanfifita~s) 
Scooping q u i r e &  derived from science insmments 
Dmtion one luatar day [minimum]; two lunar days desired 
LauncManding [loads] 6.5 g's, RMS 
Mass system = 65 kilo 
Power rechwgeable; provJde TBD waMs to science instruments 

(see below for preliminw estimate) 
provide loeation with respect to an arbitrary point to +/-
mB units over TISD hours 
accept commands fiom gound 
provide Righ and low rate data capability for dowdink 
provi&e low rate data capability for uplink 
[ s t m b d ]  interfaces to science instruments 
store ;and download science insmment data 



Risk 	 probability of success >0.95 
zero fault tolerant 
provik acfive and passive them& c m m l  
operafional range: - a7aD deg C to + 'FBD deg C 

val rmge: - TBD deg C to + TBD deg C 
Radiation hmd 
Envelope TBD 
Deployment single fault tolerant me&& 

Prelimhary power e s h a t e  

Average Power 

Communications 20 watts 
Computer 20 
Mobility 2 

2 

Total 

Peak Power 

Communications 

Computer 

Mobility 

Science Instruments 

Heaters 


era 

Trade Studies 

Several top level "trade studies" were canied out by this group to arrive at mmy of the 
requkments listed above. The f m a t  used here is to list the options cmsidemd and cite the 
drawbacks for those options not selected. 

1. Number of vehicles 
a. two 

- reduced trxtion 
- power 
- increased cost 
- thermal 

b. one - selected 



2. Risk 
a. one fault tolerant 

- high cost 
- complexity 
- mass 

b. zero fault tolerant - selected 

3. Mobility 
a. walkers 

- speed 
- power 
- complexity 
- [designed] for non-benign environments 
- high technology risk 
[Note: the developers of the walker concepts strongly disagreed with these 
evaluations based on their experience in building several examples] 

b. tracked 
- material entrainment 
- thermal issue with track 
- power 

c. wheeled - selected with options 
1 .  three wheels 

- stability 
2. six wheels 

- [designed] for non-benign environments 
- complexity 
- mass 
- low tire pressure 

3. four wheels - selected with options 
3.1 gear box and drive chain 

- complexity, seals, bearings 
- lost mobility 

3.2all wheel individual drive - selected 

4. Motion Control 
a. teleoperated (only) 

- reduced science gathering time 
- time delay 

b. autonomous 
- high risk 
- power- no reason [to implement at this time] 

c. supervisory (with teleoperated capability) - selected with options 
1.waypoint designation without reflexes 

- not safe enough 
2. waypoint designation with autonomous behaviors 

- not needed (low speed, high communication [rates], benign terrain) 
3. waypoint designation with safing reflexes - selected 

- simple 
- safe 
- effective 



5. Payload Conml  
a. teleoperatd for each kstrument 

- not viable 
b. complete autonomy 

- not viable 

6,semi-autonomous with remote supemisoq c o n ~ o l -  selected 


- uses common on-boxd processor and c o ~ x m u ~ c a l i o n  system 
- each operation automatd to rn possibleurn d e g ~  
- many PT's observe data &gZPough network 
- addieions/md3catians to smdard op=lions done by vehicle eonml  operator 

after consultation wirh PI'S 

6. Communications 
a, omnidirectiond 

- very low bandwidth (few bitslwatt) 
b. zenith pointed; m&rak gain 

- low bandwidth (100's bies/watt> 
c. pointable high gain mtenna (1/2 meter diameter rnhimrrm) - selected 

- high bandwidth (kbits/watt) 
Notes: (1)a deskable characte~sGc is for one chmnel of W S C color ak. switchable to 
digital data on request at 1 to 10 mWs. (2) m b i m d  &ta rate of 10 kb/s 

7. Power (generalion and storage) 
a. nuclear 

- golidcd 
- cost 

b. batteries only 
- h i t e d  use 

c. solar mays  w i h  chargeable silver-zink batteries - selected with optioa~ 
1. nsn-poinbble m a y s  

- more mass; batteries 

2, paintable - selected wfl;hopdom 


2.1 ma degees of freedom 
- not r e q u k d  with gavaq  
- complexiv 
- k ~ e rpower gahetring 

2.2 one degee  of freedom - selected 
- sufficient power 

Other design considerations for mission and vehicle: 

desiw communications and computer packagng such that they shxe  common 

heatkg and cooling. 

if the vehicle survives beyond one day, continue science. 

no educationdly based control; con~adictory to science rqukements. 

consider using virtual reality for education. 

consider use of one camera (movable) to achieve stereo effect. 

smss  primary computational power shall be Earth-based. 




Conclusions and Find Comments 

- 200 M o g r m  payload oprion is bette9: 
- mobility rests are needed as soon as possible [reference to D. Carrier 

presenbtion].
- xlatively simple ground control station required 
- rover itself is not a techficd problem; evehything nwded exists today. 
- standard interfaces. 
-

- one rover, four wheels. 
- tracgng mtenna for vi&o d a ~rae, 
- steerable solar panels. 
- must have scoop. 
- sounder highly &sirable. 

- mission plan shodd include 0.5 Mometer sampling plus specific feame 
mgeting. 

- minimum one lunar day but mul~-day Righiy desirable. 
- extended mission (six monh to one year or more) would allow heavy 

ducational involvement: 
- dedicated to a school for 24 hours (plan, not hands-on operation). 
- disthibuted conrrol. 
- distributed data andysis. 

- & m o m ~ b l eTV camera would be nice for public relationsleduca~on. 
- may be possible to combine gas analyzer and oxygen exmction ISRU 

demonseation. 



Group 6 - (Resource Respecting md  Site Ge&%cation theme) 

S. Bailey (lead), NASNJSC K. Ejigo, Rockwell Internaticnal 
J. Albus, Naaiond Institute for avora t ion  

Stmdards md T~hnology  J. Hemdon, Oak Ridge National 
B. Bickler, JPL hboratories 
G. Briggs, NASNARC E. Mason, NAS 
C. Clark, m S S C  S. Price, Mmh Marietb 
T. Economou, University of W. Teasdale, NASNJSC 

&"kcago R. Tutterow, N A S f i a C  

Fin&n~s: From the initid "chiillget' to each w o r b g  p u p ,  this group deteaanind that 
accomplishing the resource prospecaing mission was feasible based on the stated eons~airrts 
(i.e., 65 filogrms payload, I997 launch, I994 new start, and approximately $3OM for roves 
development md oprations). Several insmments were added to the basic payload (see 
&scussion below), several of wPlich would requke "critical develh~pmenr." Communicagiirn 
was also an m a that was detemined to need " ~ e i c d  development," No specid landedpayload 
intefiace trade studies were i&nt%d. The generd chaacte~stics sf the rover/mobfil;ap systera 
and its instsument paytoad were descfibed md are presented in the foBlowing pzagaphs, 

Resource utiliation rquiPes findhg a fmtbd-sized area in a regional area 1-10kilometers on 
a side. This argues for speed (approximately 5 hh).Speed argues for bmdwidth (as does 
infomakisn return requirements). Bmdwidh argues for consoli&tion, &us focus on 
deployment of one rover, xnoe two [ o ~ g i n dSpddis proposal]. Speed and s k b i ~ t yalso sugpoE 
this idea of a skgle rover of 65 ki logms.  

Generd chraracte~sfcs were baed on the o~giaaalproposed ins~ament csmplenne.:~n,with 
additions, aatd lasing a few wheeled vehicle based ow the N E T  "horse" and with wheels luge 
enough to presumably sve%-@ome rega&ng the concerns expressed by Da,vid G ~ e r  
nafficabilnty of small wheels on small rovers (see Figure 3). 

The general chracberi;sGcs of this rover are as follows: 

VoBw~re uses the entke sfPIPolr'd when stowed for launch 
Mass one rover uses d l  65 &logpms 
Power appro~mately100W, M S  afker deplsyment; less during transit 
Commura3cation approximately 2063kbiV/"sec 
Lifetime approximately 3W hours (might last &ys) 
Wmge 100s of klonaeters 
Accmcy lots of Liometers is sufficient for "randing 
T h e  land close to dawn 
lnstsuments 1.alphalprotodx-ray spectrometer 

2. high resolution cmera(s) should ad&ess bob mobility and close-
ups
3. rarlgehrader for sumeying 
4. devices fsr meas g physical properties 
5. gmma-rayheutron specbaometer, Mossbauer (x-ray fluorescence/ 
x-ray detector). This hstrument is outside of ehe guidelines and is 
considered to be in need of "6Piticd development" fun&ng. 



Figure 3. 

Disagee Vkih the "lawn-mo~ng" approach to sexching for higher concentrations sf 
resources. A general pmcedure for inveseigating the regiorr is a's follows: 

g immdate and finely grmaala data. 
2. inmease granularity with confidence that you're seeing homogeneiv. 
3. cha~getowud a goal. 
4. stop and thiA when things change. 

This presumes that there are regions of kgher resczmce concen@ations vcarhin the "pixels" of 
orbird data obained prior to this mission and that the rover can USE:this prwedul-e to rapidly 
move &om one to motiiaes uskg a systemafic sewch pattern. 



8%'. Corne4iusions and Recommendations 

Based on the presenta~ons made and the worEng g~oaap &scsnssions, the EXPOhas &awn a 
number s f  signficmt conclusions. This section &scassses these conclessii~ns and proposed 

and the _&emis Progrm Office will take to ~ s p n d  to these conclusions. 

Based on the two mission scenxios presented at the workshop, the coneensus was that viable 
mobiEty systems are feasible to accomplish the basic mission objectives w i t h  a 65 Mogram 
payload constr&t and a 1997 launch date. However, insmments suggested for both of these 
scenarios are not at a comparable state of readiness. Reeo d e d  actiom: ( I )  The Artemis 
Program Office will retain the rover mission as a cmdidate for the first h e m i s  payload. (2) 
The h e m i s  R o g m  Office will request that NASA Code R hcorporate the mission scena~os  
and associated requkements into its on-going robotic systems development progam to assist in 
f u h e r  refining the necessary components. (3) The h e m i s  hgrm Office will request that 
NASA Code S assist in refinkg the stJrawman list of insbruments for both of these s c e n ~ o s ,  
through the Lunar Explorafion Science W o r b g  Group, and assist in the development of these 
insmments through its own hsmment  development p r s g m ,  

It was pointed out on several occasions dlBFlng the workshop that a s ig~f icantm~ount  of time 
and effort had been put into deveiophqg space sy stems 01-techniques for the Strate@@ Defense 
h i ~ a t i v ethat could be applied to the h e m i s  R o g m .  Much of this technology remains 
classgied and may not. be declassified unless there is a reason to do so. R e c o m e d e d  acttom: 
(I)  The h e m i s  hsgmr Office will work with NASA Code R to conbet the SDIO and 
ifivesrigate these technologies to i d e n ~ y  those with application to the h e m i s  Progam, The 
Artemis R o g m  will work to have these tahnologies declasssed where possiI?ileand make 
them a v ~ l a b l e  to the v ~ o u s  projects associated w i h  this Pasgm. 

In most respects, the sequired te~hnologies to c q  out a Iuna  rover mission are well in hmd. 
One emerging capabdity that could be demonstrated in time for inclusion in the rover desim is 
telepresence/viflud environment control technology whck promises to shpfify the actual. 
seleoperations and add substmaidly to both the scient5c m d  educational value of the mission 
as well as trainhg suppo1-r for later human missions, 

Mission S c e n ~ o s  

Both mission scenarios presented at this workshop were found to be eecbnicdly feasible, but 
with sorne mdficaeions as &scussesl in Secfion 3. Recornended achons: ( 1 )  The Afiemis 
hogsam Office will retain b o h  of these sceneirrios as design reference missions for rover 
payloads, (2) The h e m i s  B o g r m  Office will resquest that the Lunar Exploration Science 
Workng Group review the discussions dmumented here and recommend to the Ane~nis  
Program Office any changes that should k bacavorated into either scenario. 

Number of Rovers 

One of the key chmges to the mission s c e n ~ s s  was a reduction in the number of rovers from 
the proposed two s a n d  vehicles down to one large vehicle, 7Xs  chmge resulted from the brief 
examinaaion of the mission objectives m d  a consensus that a single vekicle could accomplish 
rhese objectives in a relatively short period of time (see the Mission Duration conclusion). The 



change also allowed for: 1) the reduction of the perceived risk associated with developing a 
small vehicle; 2) inclusion of a larger payload, again reducing the perceived risk in developing 
these instruments and/or increasing the number of instruments; 3) and for increasing the 
communications bandwidth to support real-time teleoperations. Recommended actions: (1) 
The Artemis Program Office will continue to assess the programmatic trade-offs of using one 
rover versus two or more rovers in order to achieve the objectives of an initial Artemis mission. 
Principal among these is a reduction in the risk, not from design or development factors, but 
from uncertainties in the operations on the lunar surface. 

Mission Duration 

A cursory review of the objectives of both mission scenarios resulted in a mission duration of 
approximately one lunar day. This obviates the need for an RTG-type power system for early 
rover missions. However, surviving through a lunar night was determined by most of the 
groups to be highly desirable in either mission scenario. Recommended actions: (1) The 
Artemis Program Office will focus on missions lasting no more than a single lunar day as the 
baseline for the first Artemis rover. (2) The Artemis Program Office will request that NASA 
Code R assist in determining the current state-of-the-art in systems capable of passively 
surviving in the lunar environment through a lunar night. (3) Based on the results of this 
assessment, the Artemis Program Office will consider the desirability of developing and/or 
incorporating this technology into early rover missions and thus change the first 
recommendation (i.e., the mission will last longer than one lunar day). 

Landing Accuracv 

Of the two mission scenarios proposed at this workshop, the consensus appeared to support a 
10 kilometer (3 sigma error) landing accuracy as sufficient for the resource prospecting and site 
certification scenario. However, missions similar to the geoscience exploration of Hadley- 
Apennines scenario will require much greater accuracy, preferably one kilometer (3 sigma 
error) but possibly as much as three kilometers. Recommended actions: (1) The Artemis 
Program Office will change the landing accuracy requirement from 10 kilometers to one 
kilometer. (2) The Artemis Program Office will direct the Artemis Lander Project Office to 
assess the impact of reducing the landing accuracy requirement (3 sigma error) from 10to three 
kilometers and to one kilometer. (3) The Artemis Program Office, with the help of the Lunar 
Exploration Science Working Group, will determine qualitatively the fraction of sites omitted 
from this kind of exploration if the 1kilometer landing accuracy requirement is not retained 
(4) Based on the results from actions (2) and (3), the Artemis Program Office will determine if 
the one kilometer (3 sigma error) landing accuracy requirement should be changed. 

Education 

There was a general concensus that involving educational institutions, as well as the general 
public, in these missions was a worthwhile objective. Of the two suggested approaches to 
meet this objective, either direct operation of the rover on the lunar surface or the use of a 
simulator (or virtual reality system) to interact with the data returned, the second suggestion 
had greater support. It was also suggested that the educational simulator or virtual reality 
system be mobile so it could be relocated at different educational institutions and thus reach a 
greater audience. In addition to general educational implications, such a simulator could be 
applied to astronaut training, particularly if the Artemis mission went to a potential site for the 
first lunar outpost. Recommended actions: (1) The Artemis Program Office will tentatively 
adopt the concept of involving educational institutions in particular, as well as the general 
public, to the greatest extent possible as one of its basic objectives. (2) The Artemis Program 



Office will continue to assess possible mechanisms for inclusion of educational institutions, 
specifically at the university level, in the design and operation of small rovers. This 
assessment will focus on university involvement as part of the basic project development and 
operation, and not as an option for releasing hardware once a "primary" mission has been 
completed. (3) The Artemis Program Office will request that NASA Code R assist in 
determining the current state-of-the-art in high definition simulations or virtual reality systems 
that could use data likely to be returned by a rover of the type discussed at this workshop and 
assess the feasibility of making such a system mobile. Based on these and other data, the 
Program Office will determine the extent to which it can or should support this objective. (4) 
Assuming such an objective is supportable, the Artemis Program Office will also request 
NASA Code R support the development of technology that could lead to such a system in time 
to be available to use Artemis-gathered data shortly after the flight of the first Artemis rover 
mission. (5) The Artemis Program Office will begin making contacts with appropriate 
educational and public interest groups to discuss this concept and learn suitable means of 
interaction. 
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Appendix B - Workshop Agenda and Presentations 

Exploration Programs Office 
Lunar Rover/Mobility System Workshop 

Lunar and Planetary Institute 

Houston, Texas 


April 29 - 30, 1992 


Agenda 

Wednesday, April 29,1992 

LPI Auditorium 


8:00 	 Introduction D. CookeIJSC 
Exploration 
Programs Office 

8:15 	 Artemis Program Overview D.Weaver/JS C 
Exploration 
Programs Office 

8:45 	 Artemis Lander Project Overview S. BaileyIJSC 
New Initiatives 

9:15 Break 

9:30 	 Scenarios & Strategies for Lunar Surface Exploration; 
Fit Artemis Mission P. SpudisILPI 

10:OO Early Lunar Rover Mission Studies 	 V. P. GillespieILaRC 

10:30 Planetary Rover Development at JPL 	 B. Wilcox/JPL 

1 1:00 JPL Rovers for Lunar Exploration 	 D. BicklerD. Miller 

11:30 A Strategy & Mission Concept for Near Term Lunar 

Exploration Using Multiple High Mobility Rover 

Systems &Existing Delivery System Technologies 

JPL 


12:OO Lunch 

1:00 Rover Concepts for Early Lunar Exploration W. Whittakerl 
Carnegie Mellon 

1 :30 Combined Lander and Instrumented Robot (CLIR) 

2:00 Mobility Options for Artemis Payloads 

2:30 Geologic & Resource Exploration with Small Rovers J. Plescia, L. Lane, 
D. MillerIJPL 



3:00 	 The SPIDER & the HORSE -- New Concepts in 

Robotic Manipulation & Mobility for Lunar 

and Planetary Exploration 


3:30 Break 

3:45 	 Concepts of a General Purpose Intelligent Robotic 

Vehicle System (IRVS) for Lunar & Martian 

Applications 


4:15 	 Lessons Learned from Lunokhod & Lunar Roving 

Vehicle 


4:45 Capabilities for Teleoperating a Lunar Rover 

5:15 	 Autonomous Vehicle Laboratory--Student Designed 
Micro-Rover Project 

5:45 	 Real-Time Qualitative Reasoning Support & 
Communication Technologies for Tele-Robotic Systems 

6:15 Wrap-up anddiscussion of Thursday activities 

6:30 Adjourn 

Thursday, April 30,1992 
LPI Berkner Room 

8:00 Instructions to Participants (Auditorium) 

8: 15 Working Group discussions 


1200 Lunch 


1:OO Working Group discussions (continued) 


3:OO Summary Presentationsby Working Groups (Auditorium) 


4:45 Closing Remarks 


5:OO Adjourn 


J. Albus/NIST 

L. SchooleyhJniv. of 
Arimna/NIST 

D. CarrierIBCI 

G. BriggsIB. Hine 
ARC 


D. Kang/J. Gilbert 
C. S. Draper Lab. 

R. MannlOak Ridge 
National Lab 

D. Weaver 

D. Weaver 

D. Weaver 

11 In order to limit the environmental imuact of the Lunar Rover/Mobility 1111 systems Workshop, complete copies of the presentations are available oniy by 11 
1 - request. 1 
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